
 

 

Well, it has finally happened.  I never thought this day would come, but it’s here.  Just when I thought 

there were limits to technology, my computer went and pulled the “evangelism card.”  Yes, that’s right, 

my computer tried to tell me about Jesus.  There I was minding my own business, looking up some 

scripture verses online (yeah, that’s a thing for me) when suddenly out of nowhere emerged the blue 

box at the bottom of my computer screen: “You seem interested in knowing Jesus.” 

It was as if my computer couldn’t take it anymore.  It was just bursting with good news.  Maybe my 

computer was frustrated with all my searching for Bible quotes and it just wanted to shake me into 

action; “Stop reading about Jesus, and let me tell you about him!” 

So, here’s the thing: My computer did something last week that the average Lutheran in our 

denomination does once every 23.6 years.  It invited me to know Jesus.  I’m not sure why the sharing of 

our faith stories is such a rare occurrence.  It could be that we think our faith is too personal to share; 

maybe we’re afraid of offending others (though I honestly would love to hear folks from other religions 

share their faith with me); maybe we don’t want to be associated with the person standing on the street 

corner shouting his faith into a bullhorn; or maybe we don’t even know what to share, or how to share. 

Whatever the reason, the fact remains, talking about and sharing our faith doesn’t seem to come easy 

to many of us. 

So, let me propose this:  If you have a faith story, or feel the urge to not be shown up by a computer, I 

invite you to share your story in a safe place.  You can always drop by my office at church or at a coffee 

shop, or perhaps you love to put pen to paper and you’d be willing to share your story in the Scroll or 

this weekly email blast.  Whatever makes sense to you, I would love for each and every one of you to 

share your faith with me and with the congregation at-large.  It doesn’t have to be a story of perfection.  

Maybe you’ve had faith struggles that have caused you to doubt; maybe you’ve found it difficult to see 

God’s handiwork around you; Maybe you’ve been angry at God; Or maybe your life of faith has felt 

struggle-free.  Whatever the case, I suspect that in sharing our stories, we will not only get to know one 

another better, but we’ll discover that we have some pretty incredible things in common.  If we can 

share our faith with each other, imagine what we can do in the world.  By the way, there is no more 

effective way of bringing folks into our midst on a Sunday morning, than by personal invitation.  No 

street sign or website presence is as powerful as your voice and your story.   



I’ve often asked our Congregation Council leaders to imagine what they would tell someone about Jesus 

if they only had 15 seconds to do so (the average ride time in an elevator).  What would you say in the 

elevator?  Maybe that can be a place for our conversations to start. 

So, putting my money where my mouth is, here is my 15 second Jesus speech.  “Do you want to 

experience a place where love wins and life is transformed?  Join me at Incarnate Word, 597 East Ave at 

9:30 on Sunday morning.”  By the way, this speech isn’t just for the elevator.  It’s my invitation to you as 

well! 

Peace and Love, 

Pastor Doug 

 

 

 

 

 


